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Abstract
The Undergraduate Research in Natural and Clinical Science and Technology (URNCST) Journal was founded in July 2017
and has strived to be recognized as the leading publisher for undergraduate research conferences and case competitions
around the world since its inception. The journal provides undergraduate researchers with the opportunity to showcase their
research to an international audience in the formats of peer-reviewed research abstracts and manuscripts. This editorial was
co-written by senior editors at the URNCST Journal to highlight the publication’s accomplishments leading up to its one-year
anniversary while also sharing with our audience – both authors and readers – what they can look forward to in the upcoming
year! We are extremely proud the degree of success that the URNCST Journal has experienced so far, and continue to champion for the importance of undergraduate research, considering that all major research discoveries were made by a researcher
who was once an inspired undergraduate student. On behalf of the entire journal, we look forward to continue showcasing the
research that undergraduate researchers have to offer internationally.
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Introduction
Academic institutions are constantly striving to provide
their students with a fulfilling and enriching educational
experience. An important component of this process has
been to include a research placement component to the undergraduate curriculum. Such experiences provide the opportunity for undergraduate students to create a project outside of the traditional classroom learning environment, as
they are allowed to actively participate in one or more steps
of the research process [1-2]. Though the idea of integrating
research experience into undergraduate education has been
around since the nineteenth century, its current popularity
has been on an exponential rise.
Yet, despite the increasing number of undergraduate
students that engage in research yearly, many of these students may fail to understand a crucial component essential
to their research experience: peer-review and publishing.
The reasons for this vary; a unanimous theme has been attributed to the lack in time and commitment to a given research project. Unfortunately, this often results in many
young researchers never experiencing these final two steps
of the research process until they near graduation of their
first graduate degree, which inherently makes it difficult for
an undergraduate student to truly understand the full process of research prior to making a decision to pursue gradu-
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ate studies. Nonetheless, provided that an undergraduate
researcher has collected, analyzed, and interpreted data, and
contributed their writing for inclusion in a manuscript, it is
only appropriate that they are provided with the opportunity
to receive peer-reviewed feedback and be exposed to the
experiences that lead up to the publication of their findings.
Objectives of the URNCST Journal
Founded by Jeremy Ng, the URNCST Journal was first
established in July 2017 to provide undergraduate researchers with a meaningful platform to showcase their research
findings to a global audience that includes their peers, mentors, and members of graduate and professional program
admission committees. The primary objective of the
URNCST Journal is to publish abstract books for undergraduate-level conferences and case competitions in the
disciplines of natural and clinical science and technology.
The journal endeavoured since its inception to minimize the
time between submission and providing the author with a
peer-reviewed decision, as this provides a significant advantage to undergraduate student authors. A faster turnaround time allows undergraduate students to sooner showcase their work to a global audience and to their admissions
committee. This proves especially advantageous for young
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researchers who want to demonstrate their research findings
in written-form when applying for further education, scholarships, or new research placements and employment.
Moreover, the URNCST Journal team developed a
unique publishing model which contrasts the vast majority
of other undergraduate-level publications. Instead of publishing manuscripts submitted directly to the journal, we
work with the planning committees of undergraduate research conferences and case competitions to publish an
abstract book containing the abstracts of research accepted
for presentation at the event. In joint agreement with the
planning committees, only an agreed-upon number of winners of oral and/poster competitions at the given research
event are provided with the opportunity to publish their
full-article manuscript in the URNCST Journal, ensuring
that such an opportunity remains highly prestigious for undergraduate researchers.
URNCST Journal One Year Highlights
To date, the URNCST Journal has accomplished several key achievements as our dedicated team continues to
evolve and innovate the academic journal. Today, the
URNCST Journal is arguably recognized as the leading
publisher of undergraduate conferences in Canada, and our
team has future plans to expand to other regions of the
world. The team leading the URNCST Journal has been
successful in receiving and utilizing nearly $10 000 CAD of
support through granting agencies, including the Government of Canada, allowing the publication to grow its readership, provide new opportunities to undergraduate researchers, and expand our operations to other regions of the
world. Furthermore, to our knowledge, the URNCST Journal is the only undergraduate research journal that is a
CrossRef member, and among very few undergraduate publications that issue digital object identifiers and index published articles. In only one year, over 200 high-quality research abstracts have been published in the URNCST Journal, the majority of which were presented at highlyprestigious undergraduate conferences held in Canada and
Europe. For example, the URNCST Journal has published
for the Canadian Undergraduate Conference on Healthcare
(CUCOH), the largest undergraduate healthcare conference
in Canada, for SCINAPSE Undergraduate Science Case
Competition, the largest Canadian science case competition, as well as the Student Medical Summit at the University College Dublin, the largest annual undergraduate medical conference held in Ireland.
Yet, another achievement to highlight is the establishment and growth of our editorial board. Comprised of graduate-level students and degree holders as well as highly
research-oriented undergraduate students, the editorial
board is comprised of a team of staff that hold numerous
and varied valuable experiences in their own professional
careers. While all editorial board members have significant
research experience, some also hold experience relating to
entrepreneurial ventures, marketing, government agencies,
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and non-profit organizations. Our editorial board works
collectively to attract high-quality undergraduate research
conferences and case competitions to form long-term partnerships with the URNCST Journal and assign potential
reviewers to submitted manuscripts, provide feedback to
authors, and offer high-quality peer-review for the improvement of content to be published in the journal. Since
its inception, the URNCST Journal has roughly quintupled
its team of staff from 8 at the point of inception to nearly 40
individuals today.
The editorial board consists of several roles which provide the needed skillsets to advance the URNCST Journal’s
mission. These include the following: editor-in-chief, managing editor, deputy editors, Associate Editors, Development and Communications Liaison, and Editorial and Advisory Board directors and Members. The Editor-in-Chief and
the Deputy Editors provide constant supervision and manage the processing of manuscripts from submission to publication. Other members of the editorial board provide assistance in corresponding and collaborating with authors
and its reviewers and/or work on other special projects that
help ensure that the journal remains an innovative and
growing publication. The journal’s team also includes a
number of Managers (operational and engagement) responsible for a team of journal assistants. This team collectively
assists with outreach to different academic organizations
across email and social media platforms in order to spread
awareness of the URNCST Journal to both local and international divisions. Overall, the collaborative team effort has
been integral to the achievements and successes experienced by the URNCST Journal.
Research Abstract Competition
As part of a united vision to support undergraduate students, the URNCST Journal launched the inaugural
URNCST Researcher Abstract Competition in the summer
of 2018. The competition was established to serve as an
opportunity for any undergraduate researcher around the
world to submit an abstract in the area of science and technology research completed during their undergraduate
years. By allowing students to participate in the competition
online, it offers the chance for undergraduate students to
have their research published in the format of an abstract
following rigorous peer-review by the journal’s team of
peer-reviewers without a need for the student to incur the
costs of travel, accommodation, and poster creation, which
are often required to attend undergraduate conferences
hosted at a physical venue. This competition is just one
example of how the URNCST Journal expanded the opportunities available to support the professional development
of undergraduates in their academic and research pursuits.
Submitting an abstract to the competition is a very simple and straightforward process. Students are required to
submit an abstract containing 300 words or less based on a
template that can be downloaded from the journal’s website. Eligible undergraduate authors must have partaken in
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academic research under the supervision of a principle investigator appointed at an academic institution, and the
student’s research must be conducted in an academic discipline within the scope of the journal. All submitted abstracts are then assessed by two qualified peer-reviewers,
and their assessment and feedback is provided to the author
of each abstract. Accepted abstracts are then subsequently
published in a single abstract book on a pre-specified date,
providing participants with the opportunity to receive a
published abstract. No limits are placed on the number of
abstracts that can be published, as this competition is designed to provide undergraduate researchers who submit
abstracts of high-quality research the opportunity to publish
their work. However, authors of highest-quality research
are subsequently invited to publish a full-article manuscript
that expands on the content contained within their abstract.
Call for Submissions
As the URNCST Journal celebrates its one-year anniversary, the publication’s staff want to take this opportunity
to announce our call for submissions for the upcoming year
beginning with the next (August 2018) issue. The journal
welcomes the opportunity to work with planning committees of undergraduate research conferences and case competitions internationally that accept abstracts relating to a
broad range of scientific disciplines including but not limited to: biology; chemistry, earth and environmental sciences; biotechnology; physics; medical sciences; clinical sciences; health sciences; and clinical medicine.
Furthermore, the URNCST Journal also invites individual undergraduate researchers to participate in the
URNCST Research Abstract Competition by submitting an
abstract containing primary research, a review, or a research protocol. The submission of primary research abstracts should contain original research that is within the
scope of the journal. Undergraduate researchers submitting
a review abstract should note that their abstract should pertain to the literature that concisely summarizes and evaluates a specific field within the scope of the journal. Finally,
research protocol abstracts submitted to the URNCST Journal should contain a research question and methodology
that describes the feasibility of a proposed research study
that is scheduled to be undertaken.
Conclusion
Exactly one year ago the URNCST Journal was founded with the goal of becoming the ideal undergraduate research journal, and we sincerely believe that this has become true in many regards based on our unique publishing
model and innovations. Beyond the numerous successes
achieved by the URNCST Journal, our staff are most proud
of the fact that the foundation of the publication has provided both graduate and undergraduate students with meaningful and educationally-enriching opportunities. The establishment of the journal has enabled our staff with an interest
and knowledge in the publishing industry to join our team
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and apply and hone their skills, improve their networking,
communication and outreach skills, and make valuable contributions to the advancement of undergraduate research as
a whole. Furthermore, the publication has provided the opportunity for undergraduate conferences and case competitions to showcase their delegates’ research and build a legacy for their event, which in some cases, has been taking
place annually for more than a decade without working
with a publisher. Lastly, and more importantly, we are especially privileged and honoured to be the publisher of over
200 abstracts over the past year, containing many authors
who had no prior opportunity to experience their research
being formally peer-reviewed and published. As we continue to celebrate the successes of both our editorial team and
authors over the first year since the establishment of the
URNCST Journal, we also look forward to the continued
growth of the URNCST Journal over the upcoming months
and years as we showcase the valuable undergraduate research the world has to offer.
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